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Java Design: Objects, UML, and ProcessPearson Education, 2001
Software designers, developers, and architects are constantly confronted with the same confounding problem: how to design software that is both flexible and resilient amid change. To accomplish this tall task, practitioners must utilize the best available technologies to the fullest.

Java™ Design relies on...
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Financial Accounting: An Introduction to Concepts, Methods and Uses (Available Titles CengageNOW)South-Western College, 2009

	Ideal for graduate, MBA, and higher-level undergraduate programs, FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING: AN INTRODUCTION TO CONCEPTS, METHODS, AND USES presents both the basic concepts underlying financial statements and the terminology and methods that allows the reader to interpret, analyze, and evaluate actual corporate financial statements. Fully...
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Amp Your MySpace PageMcGraw-Hill, 2007
This book is the only resource you’ll need for using and getting the most out of MySpace. The book is divided into three parts.

Part I, “Customizing Your MySpace Pages,” starts with the basics of creating your MySpace profile and then editing it using HTML and CSS, adding images and photos, and animating your profile...
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Pediatric Allergy, Asthma and ImmunologySpringer, 2008


	Pediatric Allergy,Asthma and Immunology is a new discipline

	that finds its foundation in this book, whose

	roots linke me to Elena and Luisa Businco,with whom I

	founded the first Italian Pediatric Allergy Division some

	30years ago, now called the Pediatric Allergy and Immunology

	Division. There I discovered this world,...
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Oracle Exadata Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2013

	Oracle Exadata Recipes takes an example-based, problem/solution approach in showing how to size, install, configure, manage, monitor, optimize, and migrate Oracle database workloads on and to the Oracle Exadata Database Machine. Whether you’re an Oracle Database administrator, Unix/Linux administrator, storage administrator,...
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Understanding ADHDMIND, 1998
The popular definition of ADHD has increased to include a number of disorders such as hyperactivity. This guide aims to give an overview of the various theories around, and provides suggestions for practical help for parents and also teachers and other carers.

Many parents worry about how their child is behaving, from time to time, but...
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Extreme Productivity: Boost Your Results, Reduce Your HoursHarperCollins, 2012

	“Required reading for professionals—and aspiring professionals—of all levels.”

	—Shirley Ann Jackson, President of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and Former Chairman of U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission


	“Read this book if you want to learn how to run efficient and effective...
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Agile Java Development with Spring, Hibernate and Eclipse (Developer's Library)Sams Publishing, 2006
Agile Java™ Development With Spring, Hibernate and Eclipse is a book about robust technologies and effective methods which help bring simplicity back into the world of enterprise Java development. The three key technologies covered in this book, the Spring Framework,...
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It's Not About the TechnologySpringer, 2006
This book attempts to answer the question: “What is that mindset, that particular kind of thinking, that is required of us to be successful in a high technology company and why?”

To be sure, the “high” in the high technology does not accord the company any special place in...
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Extreme programming adventures in C#Microsoft Press, 2004
See eXtreme Programming (XP) in action at the hands of an XP mater—and learn  Microsoft .NET and C# programming in the process! In this fast-paced, hands-on  exposition, Ron Jeffries—one of the leading voices and practitioner in the XP  community—demonstrates that you can write well-designed, resilient code  incrementally and...
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Protein Misfolding in Neurodegenerative Diseases: Mechanisms and Therapeutic Strategies (Enzyme Inhibitors Series)CRC Press, 2007

	Research focused on protein folding, misfolding, and aggregation is leading to major advances across biochemistry and medicine. The elucidation of a folding code is proving to be of extreme importance in the postgenomic era, where a number of orphan genes have been identified for which no clear function has yet been established. This research...
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Managing Iterative Software Development Projects (Addison-Wesley Object Technology)Addison Wesley, 2006
The Practical, Start-to-Finish Guide to Planning and Leading Iterative Software Projects

 

Iterative processes have gained widespread acceptance because they help software developers reduce risk and cost, manage change, improve...
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